Title word cross-reference

ifdef [447].
4 + 1 [802]. + [291, 552]. ++ [764]. k [250].
-nearest [250].
13th [315]. 1987 [57].
3rd [131].
’97 [65].
AB/BA [796]. ability [408]. Abstract [67].

Engineering [653, 759]. 
engineers [103, 107, 224, 232, 272, 624]. 
engines [479, 660]. 
enhance [311]. 
enhanced [764]. 
enhancement [350, 712]. 
enough [819]. 
Ensemble [625]. 
Ensemble-based [625]. 
EnTagRec [764]. 
enterprise [354]. 
Enterprises [142, 143, 496, 568]. 
entities [538]. 
entropy [463]. 
envelopment [337]. 
Environment [199, 353, 485]. 
environments [782, 818]. 
EPMcreate [712]. 
equal [430]. 
Ericsson [735, 813]. 
Erratum [676, 791]. 
error [402, 445, 550, 760]. 
ESSDE [88]. 
estimate [488]. 
Estimates [219]. 
Estimating [14, 159, 683]. 
Estimator [105]. 
Ethical [127, 141, 143–145, 148]. 
Ethics [95, 102, 139, 140, 142, 143]. 
Ethnographic [209]. 
Evaluate [39, 148]. 
Evaluating [8, 27, 192, 277, 292, 312, 334, 374, 383, 419, 607, 739]. 
Evaluations [188, 383]. 
event [345, 375]. 
event-driven [345]. 
events [526, 730]. 
Every [50]. 
evidence [349, 544, 626, 785, 817]. 
Evolutionary [561, 652, 713]. 
Evolvability [230, 248, 797]. 
Evolving [90, 352, 448, 509, 537, 803]. 
EvoSuite [543]. 
extact [381]. 
Examination [476, 617, 773]. 
Examine [169]. 
Examining [752]. 
example [571]. 
examples [660]. 
Exception [691].
Fifth [80]. files [271]. filtering [351].
financial [479]. finding [543, 654].
Findings [222, 715]. fine [247, 693].
fine-grained [247, 693]. fine-GRAPE [693].
finite [605]. Finland [423]. Firefox [787].
five [271]. fix [331, 598, 676, 709].
fix-inducing [598, 676]. fixed [753, 766].
FOREPOST [654]. foreshadow [692].
Fusing [805]. Future [92, 282]. Fuzzy [348].
Global [272, 287, 349, 353, 466, 487, 610, 643, 708].
globally [533]. Gnome [491]. goal [266, 508]. goal-oriented [266]. goals [347].
Google [619, 776]. GPGPU [443]. GQM [29, 552].
hazards [691]. HAZOP [526].
heuristics [291, 574, 650, 730]. High [502, 543, 598, 676, 717]. High-MCC [502].
high-performance [717]. higher [240, 484].
higher-ordered-typed-functional [240].
highlighting [820]. highly [767]. hill [507].
Hints [116, 812]. history [246, 606, 694, 808].
Hypermedia [73, 182].
identify [730]. Identifying [217, 269, 635, 715, 755]. imbalanced [733].
Immediate [195]. Impact [3, 27, 36, 103].
109, 155, 203, 219, 226, 228, 238, 304, 321, 328, 409, 434, 437, 440, 454, 455, 490, 504, 534, 556, 590, 598, 607, 610, 611, 641, 656, 671, 676, 718, 748, 761, 766, 774, 780, 788, 797, 808].
Improve [414, 435, 445, 447, 453, 673, 769, 786].
Improved [160, 309, 512, 826].
[372, 542, 563, 679, 705, 775, 805].
multi-abstraction [805]. multi-criteria
[372]. multi-factor [563]. Multi-objective
[542, 679, 705]. multi-view [775].
Multidimensional [157].
Multidisciplinary [125]. multilingual
[610]. multiple [244, 377, 393, 411].
multiple-component [393]. multiplicative
[357]. Mutation [128, 333, 547, 810].
mutation-based [547]. Mylyn [761].
Naming [460, 720]. narrative [571]. NASA
[10, 34]. natural [809]. nature [596].
nearest [250]. Need [50, 795, 809]. needed
[473, 635]. Needs [145, 520, 522]. Negative
[724, 726, 729]. negotiations [422].
neighbour [250]. Nets [313]. Network
[425, 439, 664, 713]. networks [467, 509].
neural [425]. next [373]. nine [574]. Noise
[761]. Nokia [114]. Non
[46, 169, 211, 342, 381, 608, 804]. non-cloned
[804]. non-exact [381]. non-linear [342].
Non-Programmers [46]. Non-Technical
[211, 608]. Non-Traditional [169].
Norwegian [249]. Note [220, 800, 822].
notes [613]. novel [650]. novices
[253, 785, 820]. number [311, 683]. numbers
[271].

obfuscation [493, 567]. Object
[8, 40, 52, 63, 84, 92, 122, 137, 158, 163, 185, 214,
269, 376, 397, 408, 486, 544, 546].
Object-Oriented
[8, 40, 52, 63, 84, 92, 122, 137, 158, 163, 185, 214,
269, 397, 408, 486, 544, 546]. objective
[373, 542, 651, 652, 679, 705]. Obligations
[95]. observational [253]. observer [369].
obstacles [395]. Occurrence [183]. OCL
[650]. offshore [500]. Older [793]. On-Line
[39]. only [712]. ontological [632]. Open
[133, 140, 200, 337, 366, 382, 430, 456, 459, 513,
594, 599, 600, 609, 617, 663, 666, 688, 689, 695,
749, 755, 758, 798]. Open-Source
[200, 594, 688, 798]. opened [456].
operation [284, 574]. operational [361].
operationalising [552]. operations [650].
operators [826]. opinions [723]. OPM
[213]. opportunities [394, 679].
optimisation [372]. Optimising [574].
Optimistic [211]. optimization
[266, 398, 542, 658]. ordered [240].
Ordering [79]. Ordinary [146].
Organizational [173, 205, 716].
Organizations [35, 131, 523]. Organize
[38]. organizing [421]. Oriented
[269, 376, 397, 408, 486, 544, 546].
other [779]. Our [28]. outcomes [748]. outlier [446]. Output
[17, 560]. outsourcing [500]. overcome
[253]. Overfitting [123, 827]. overflow
[481, 615, 664, 768]. Overview [55]. owner
[568]. ownership [416].
pain [720]. Pair [208, 259, 328, 484].
Pair-wise [259]. pairs [406]. Paper
Papers [80, 138]. paradoxes [675].
parallelizability [617]. Parameter [444].
parameters [557]. parametric [365].
partial [472]. Participant [129, 369].
participant-observer [369]. participants
[527]. Participation [525, 674].
partitioning [259, 479]. partnerships [500].
past [487, 812]. patches [666]. pattern
[364, 384, 607]. Patterns
[199, 242, 319, 331, 731]. Peer [129, 360].
peer-to-peer [360]. people [522]. perceive
[584]. perceived [521, 740]. perform [814].
Performance
[86, 155, 201, 341, 391, 448, 521, 522, 576,
628, 650, 654, 717, 782, 790, 814, 828].
Performing [23]. perils [638].
permutation [402]. Persistent [792].
personalities [624]. personality
REFERENCES

[46, 332, 545, 736]. visualization [317, 630].
Volunteer [149]. vs [213, 289, 499, 519, 708, 738]. Vulcans [225].
vulnerabilities [366, 634, 692, 779]. vulnerability [427, 644].

[387]. warning [297]. warnings [271].
vulnerabilities [366, 634, 692, 779]. vulnerability [427, 644].

Volunteer [149]. vs [213, 289, 499, 519, 708, 738]. Vulcans [225].
vulnerabilities [366, 634, 692, 779]. vulnerability [427, 644].
 exacerbation [387]. danger [297].

[102x634] Web-based [148].
Web-developer [211]. websites [784].
Weighting [583]. weighting [291].
Welcome [121]. Well [238]. WESS [65].
Which [703, 704]. while [543]. whole [387, 547, 678]. whom [669]. wild [634].
Will [718]. windows [673]. wise [259].
within [10, 212, 339, 475]. within-company [339].
without [199]. word [297]. words [518].
Work [113, 116, 528, 624]. worked [571]. Working [315].
Workload [236, 334, 491]. Workshop [23, 47, 59, 71, 88, 131].

[194]. Years [194]. Yes [139].
Zen [658]. Zen-ReqOptimizer [658].
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